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Abstract
Remote sensing techniques used for measurement of atmospheric cloud properties
operate under the notion that light extinction caused by scattering and absorption
is exponential due to Beer-Lambert law. This is expected to be valid for a uni-
form medium with no spatial correlations between particle position. The aim of this
research was to show that under turbulent conditions, cloud droplets cannot be inter-
preted as non-correlated, and in turn will exhibit a lower than exponential light decay
from scattering. The research took place at the MTU pi-Chamber laboratory. A tem-
perature difference between the floor and ceiling of the chamber was applied to create
convection-driven turbulence. When turbulent cloud conditions were achieved, it’s
optical depth properties was analyzed. This was done by deriving the optical depth
by computational means through the acquisition of its droplet size distribution, and
processing it through Mie scattering theory, while simultaneously acquiring direct
measurement of optical depth using a Laser-Hygrometer. Results showed that there
is a trend where larger temperature differences inside the chamber caused the direct
extinction of light to deviate more strongly from the computed extinction. This less
then exponential extinction parameter allows us to understand the significant effect
that a turbulent cloud cover has on radar and satellite signals.
xxiii

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
1.1.1 Proposed Question
Light propagation through turbulent media has been a topic of debate for many
years. Previous research papers have talked about the existence of particle distribu-
tions whose extinction rates are lower than exponential and thus lower than what
Beer-Lambert law rates would indicate (Kostinski , 2001). But this claim has been
a topic of debate in the past (Borovoi , 2002). Our research hopes to provide fur-
ther insight into this topic by approaching it from an experimental methodology,
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rather than a theoretical or computational one. Our goal is to determine if there
exists a non-trivial deviation for the rate of light extinction between what is to be
expected from the Beer-Lambert law, and what the actual extinction is. This goal
will be accomplished by undertaking two simultaneous analysis of a cloud under tur-
bulent conditions inside the Michigan Technological University pi-Chamber. The first
analysis will be via computational/theoretical means where the Droplet Size Distri-
bution(DSD) of the cloud will be taken and processed through Mie scattering theory
code (Matzler , 2002). This will give us an extinction rate and optical depth (OD)
that will be based under the assumption that the spatial distribution of particles in
the medium are randomly homogeneous and non-correlated. The second analysis will
be based on direct extraction of the light extinction inside the pi-Chamber. A laser
beam will propagate across the cloud and the difference between its initial and final
intensity will be taken, and converted to a OD. Lastly we compare both analysis to
see if we detect a non-trivial difference between their OD.
1.1.2 Importance
Optical properties of clouds have a direct effect on atmospheric, meteorological, and
climate research. When remote sensing techniques consider the extinction of light
caused by clouds, it is usually under the assumption that the OD of a cloud is uni-
form through the entirety of the path length. However, my research is to show that
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this established reasoning may need to be revised because of the in-homogeneity of
turbulent clouds. A further understanding into light propagation within a turbulent
medium may also give an explanation, and reduction to the uncertainties and inac-
curacies sometimes found in atmospheric data from satellites (Stephens et al., 2018).
Widening our understanding of this phenomena could lead to the establishment of a
correction factor in remote sensing data analysis like that proposed in (Frankel et al.,
2017). Where if the parameters of DSD and flow statistics are known, a correction
factor can be created and applied for exponential light decay.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Theoretical Background
The main research objective to tackle is experimentally demonstrating whether there
is a non-trivial, and measurable change in light decay within a turbulent cloud, due
to mixing and cloud in-homogeneities. Under turbulent conditions there could exist
non-poissonian conditions for droplet spatial distribution, and if strong enough, it
may be that the exponential decay of light described by the Beer-Lambert law does
not apply. This is due to the lack of perfectly random distribution, due to the presence
of turbulence. From the paper “On the extinction of radiation by homogeneous but
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spatially correlated random medium” (Kostinski , 2001) the author establishes the
connection between a stochastic distribution of cloud particles (Poisson distributed)
and exponential light decay of light from the Beer-Lambert law using the following
equations:
pn(x) =
((n(x)n) exp[−(n(x))])
n!
(1.1)
p0(x) =
Ntr
Ninc
= exp[−(n(x))] = exp(−βx) (1.2)
Where pn(x) “is the probability of having n photons absorbed in a given volume of a
layer of depth x, and n(x) is the mean count over many realizations as a function of the
depth x into the slab.” (Kostinski , 2001) and the “N stands for the number of incident
and transmitted photons... and βx is the optical depth” (Kostinski , 2001). The above
equation operates under the assumption that, when particles are categorized into
different layers, their spatial location are statistically independent from each other.
The author then relaxes the assumption and reinterprets equation (1.2), and results
in equation (1.3):
p0(x) =
Ntr
Ninc
=
1
1 + βx
, (1.3)
Which represents a probably of zero photons being absorbed by coming into contact
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with a particle. The key difference here is that for any value of βx, the overall proba-
bility of zero photons coming into contact and being absorbed by a particle is smaller
when the assumption of spatial independence is taken out. Meaning that for a given
DSD, with a calculated optical depth βx the actual probability of a photon coming
into contact with a droplet and being absorb changes depending on the correlation be-
tween droplets. And while the author primarily emphasized extinction via absorption
throughout the paper, the logic also applies to extinction via scattering. This brings
up questions as to how differently correlated media would act in real meteorological
and turbulent environments. And if turbulence can serve as a correlation parameter
for the spatial distribution of non-overlapping layers. The above equations serve as
an inspiration for this research endeavor.
1.2.2 Computational/Experimental Background
This experiment is further inspired by the paper “Super-exponential extinction of
radiation in a negatively correlated random medium” (Shaw et al., 2002), where Monte
Carlo simulation was used to represent uniform and non-uniformly correlated particle
placement within a virtual atmosphere. Through this simulation they tested for both
positively correlated and negatively correlated particle positions. As shown in figure
(1.1), positive correlation within the medium meant that more radiative intensity
goes through, instead of the exponential extinction predicted by the Beer-Lambert
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law, the extinction is sub-exponential. Also from figure (1.1), we can expect that if
there exists a deviation for the OD due to in-homogeneous correlation is particles, it
is much more likely to result in an increase of the mean free path of light.
Figure 1.1: Relative intensity of light as a function of propagation distance.
Where the solid line is from a uniform medium and in agreement with Beer-
Lambert. Top line is for positively correlated non-uniform medium, and
lower line is for negatively correlated non-uniform medium (Shaw et al.,
2002). Permission was granted by JQSRT for use this figure.
In figure (1.2) we show an example of how scattering takes place in a Monte Carlo
simulation, where photons are shot at a collection of particles and then scattered
accordingly in different directions depending on the probabilities derived from the
size and refractive index of the particle. The simulation shown in figure (1.2) is for
the forward scattering geometry inside the pi- Chamber. The aim of our research is
to experimentally explore what has been previously simulated, determining whether
conditions exist that produce a nontrivial departure from exponential light decay. The
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goal is to connect that to the spatial distribution of non-uniform cloud environments
created by turbulent conditions, which could then be extended to an atmospheric
context. Previous works have already tackled means on how to computationally
witness the presence of light intensity deviation from the expected results of a non-
correlated homogeneous scenario, (Davis and Mineev-Weinstein, 2011; Larsen and
Clark , 2014; Frankel et al., 2016). In particular, Frankel et al. (2017) showed that
if DSD and flow parameters are known, then an appropriate correction term can
be applied to the of light. Other published literature has looked into experimental
means of seeing the effects of turbulence on light propagation (Pawar and Arakeri ,
2016; Yuan et al., 2014; Consortini et al., 1980; Packard et al., 2018).
Figure 1.2: An example of light scattering in a Monte Carlo simulation.
Image provided by Corey Packard. Note that most of the particles are
scattered in the forward direction with a very small deviation from the center.
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1.3 Experiment and Equipment
1.3.1 Experiment
Our research is meant to build upon the previous computational and theoretical
understanding of this Beer-Lambert deviation phenomena by creating an experimen-
tal representation of it. The experiment we perform is the comparison of a Laser-
Hygrometer and a DSD analysis of the same turbulent cloud conditions created in
side a cloud chamber. The Laser-Hygrometer will provide a physical transmission
ratio of light intensity, while the DSD will be acquired at the same time. Through
Beer-Lambert equation, an OD will be taken from the Laser-Hygrometer. While Mie
scattering theory will be used for the DSD to obtain an overall extinction of light,
in turn also obtaining the clouds OD. In an ideal scenario, where the spatial distri-
bution of particles is non-correlated, both of this approaches to quantify OD inside
a cloud chamber under turbulent conditions would yield similar results. But if pre-
viously stated research is to be correct (Kostinski , 2001), we will see a deviation of
both results, and a presence of a positively, or negatively correlated medium for light
propagation(Shaw et al., 2002).
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1.3.2 Schematic
The beam from the Laser-Hygrometer is collimated and split into two beams. One
beam goes towards the the reference photo-diode(ai1), while the other will go towards
the experimental photo-diode(ai0). The experimental photo-diode will be past the
pi-Chamber while the reference will be near the source of the Laser on the same side
of the pi-Chamber. A schematic of the above can be found in figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: A schematic representation of the experimental setup for the
Laser-Hygrometer. Photo-Diode ai1 is the reference, and Photo-Diode ai0 is
the experimental
1.3.3 pi-Chamber
The primary piece of equipment to be used is the pi-Chamber at Michigan Techno-
logical University. The pi-Chamber is a cloud chamber with an internal operating
9
volume of 5 cubic meters, but after the inner cylinder has been inserted the volume
reduces to of 3.14 cubic meters (Chang et al., 2016). The cylinder effectively creates
two distinguished sections inside of the pi-Chamber, which can hold different prop-
erties, such as RH% and droplet concentrations. Some of the controlled properties
include pressure, temperature difference between the floor and ceiling, and number
of aerosol nucleation sites. Pressure inside can be set to lower than local surface
pressure conditions at a rate of −220Pas−1 , down to 60 hPa (Stephens et al., 2018).
While the temperature of the floor and ceiling has a range from -55◦C to 55◦C. These
parameters allow for the creation of two types of clouds, expansion and steady-state
clouds (Stephens et al., 2018). Our research focuses on steady-state conditions inside
the cloud chamber pertaining to particle gain and loss inside the pi-Chamber. The
aerosol input used is in the order of ≈ 106#/cm3 per 132 seconds. When particle
equilibrium is reached the settling of particles and droplets inside the chamber equals
that of the influx. This conditions are ideal for the experiment since it means that
we can create a controlled environment, with steady turbulence and nucleation sites.
This allows us to observe how turbulence affect droplet size, uniformity, and in turn
light extinction. In figure (1.3) we show that droplets are not distributed uniformly
due to the presence of small eddies.
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(a) Schematic view of the pi-Chamber from (Chandrakar et al., 2016). Permission was
granted by AMS to use this figure.
(b) Cross-Section of a turbulent Cloud Inside the
Chamber, Image provided by Kamal Kant Chan-
drakar
Figure 1.4: pi-Chamber
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1.3.4 Laser and Photo-Diodes
The laser utilized in the experiment is a DX1 laser diode from (eblanaphotonics), a
distributed feedback tune-able laser. By controlling the Vbias and Vtec the laser is able
to scan the wavelength range of 1378nm to 1400nm. The laser operates with a near
monochromatic line-width frequency of 2 MHz. In our Area of Interest(AoI), which
corresponds to a water vapor absorption bands, of 1392nm there exists a wavelength
line-width of the laser is 1.29 × 10−5nm. Such low deviation allows us to classify
the laser as near monochromatic for the purpose of the experiment, in which we
only consider wavelength resolution down to the scale of 1 × 10−2nm. The laser
is designed to operate in a wavelength range particularly sensitive to H2O vapor
absorption bands. The photo-diodes in use are a SM05PD6A from (Thorlabs) which
are sensitive to the NIR range of 800 - 1800 nm wavelength, they are also equipped
with an NENIR10B-C and NENIR20B-C neutral density filters from Thorlabs. Lastly
an aluminum block of comparable size to the laser block is attached to the laser to
serve as a heat-sink and stabilize the monochromatic wavelength out put as it scans
the wavelength range. An example of the arrangement of the laser and diode can be
found in figure (1.5)
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(a) Laser and Reference Photo-diode
(b) Experimental Photo-diode
Figure 1.5: Pictures of the optical set-up including the NIR Laser and
Photo-diodes. The laser beam passes through to outside windows, NBK-7
2“diameter and 12mm thickness windows with the C coating. And two inner
windows, made up of float glass of 3/16 thickness. All windows were chosen
because of their low absorption and high transmission rates around 1392 nm
wavelength range.
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1.3.5 Data Acquisition
The data acquisition card in use was the NI PCI-6110 card. Its main attributes that
contributed towards the research was its capabilities for simultaneous analog input
and output capabilities. Analog output range is ± 10 with an absolute accuracy
of 0.0018% and maximum offset of 5.933 mV. Analog input range is ± 42V, within
our desired area of operation ± 0.5V the absolute accuracy ready is 0.057% and a
maximum off set of 0.4 mV. Finally, the operating frequency range is 10 MHz with a
base clock accuracy of 0.01%. (NI , 2004). The PCI-6110 is used to send the operating
voltage signal to the Laser-Hygrometer and to receive the input voltage from the two
photo-diodes.
1.3.6 WELAS
The WELAS digital 200 series is capable of measure and cataloguing particle size
distributions in the size ranges of 0.2-10 µm and 0.6-40 µm. With this instrument
we are able to acquire concentrations of specific droplets size with a given volume,
ranging from 1 #/cm3 to 106 #/cm3. The WELAS takes in air through a pipe inside
the chamber. Particles, such as aerosols and droplets, are analyzed by having white
light shot at them. The scattered light at 90o is used to determine the characteristic
14
particle size. Factors such as the velocity, refractive index, and amplitude factor are
taken into account when determining the size of the transient particle. Processing
rate of the WELAS is 20 MHz which allows it to analyze the progression of each
particle signal. (PALAS )
15

Chapter 2
Procedures & Experiment
2.1 Procedures for Relative Humidity Readings
The first step for the experiment is more of a sanity check. We wish to use the tuning
laser in order to get an appropriate RH% reading that matches our expected values
inside the pi-Chamber. This is a valuable check because the RH% readings is going
to be based of the voltage differences at specific H2O vapor absorption lines.
Beginning with the tuning laser, we shift the voltage bias through a range of 0.2V to
1.2V and scan through a wavelength range of 1392.2 nm to 1392.8 nm. Within this
range we look at specific water vapor absorption lines to determine the overall OD
caused by absorption within the chamber in moist conditions without cloud droplets.
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This is done in order to derive the molecular concentration of water vapor and its
overall impact in light absorption at a given wavelength. We obtain the water vapor
concentration and OD from measuring the light intensity difference before, using the
reference photo-diode, and after, using the experimental photo-diode, the laser beam
travels through the chamber. In figure (2.1) we show an example of how the light
intensity difference, in units of voltage is measure between both photo-diodes at the
same wave-number. Subsequent calculation relies on the use of known cross-sectional
absorption of water vapor obtained from the HITRAN database (Gordon et al., 2017),
and the following equations
N =
− ln
(
φF
φI
)
(XSabs × L) (2.1)
Pp =
N
(Na)
× (R× T ) (2.2)
Where N is the molecular concentration(molecule/cm3), φI and φF are the initial(ai1)
and final(ai0) radiant power (W , but readings are in V ) readings after transmit-
ting through the pi-Chamber, XSabs is the cross-section efficiency of water vapor
(cm2/molecule) obtained from HITRAN (Gordon et al., 2017) plotted in figure (2.2),
L is the length of the chamber (cm). Equation (2.2) is the ideal gas law and Pp is the
partial pressure by water vapor, Na is Avogadros number (molecules/mol), R is the
gas Constant (cm3kPa/(Kmol)), and T is the temperature (K). With this equations
we know the partial pressure of water vapor inside the chamber. We then found the
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equilibrium pressure of water above a liquid layer using the following equations.
Pw = 0.61121× exp
((
18.678− Tc
234.5
)
×
(
Tc
257.14 + Tc
))
(2.3)
RH% =
Pp
Pw
× 100 (2.4)
Equation (2.3) is the Arden Buck equation derived in (Buck , 1981). Pw is the equilib-
rium pressure of water vapor for a known temperature (kPa), Tc is chamber temper-
ature in celsius which is taken from the pi-Chamber computer. RH% is the relative
humidity.
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Figure 2.1: An example of how data is acquired using the Laser-
Hygrometer. The first plot shows the true readings from both photo-diodes
as it scans the AoI by changin the Vbias. Second plot is the wavelength out-
put of the laser at a given Vbias for a Vtec of 0.4V. The last plot represents
the converted values of voltage at specific wave-numbers, centered about the
point which we focus on the transmission rate
The initial step of this research is to make sure that the equipment is measuring what
we expect it to measure. As a form of evaluating the validity of the procedure, we
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Figure 2.2: The above plot shows the water vapor absorption lines in the
AoI. The XSabs values of water at a given wave-number are extracted for
further analysis into the RH inside the pi-Chamber. The data that the plot
consist of was retrieved from the HITRAN database.
first use the previous equations to analyze data taken in an environment inside the
cloud chamber where there are no water droplets, at a relative humidity of <100%. If
the transmission ratio is correct, then the PP can be used to then find the RH inside
the chamber. When the RH% from the Laser-Hygrometer matches the RH% readings
of the pi-Chamber computer in the range near 100% but below super saturation, we
will know that the transmission readings are accurate.
The main thing that have to be considered here is the path length that the laser beam
must travel. Due to the presence of the cylinder and window indentations inside the
chamber, the humidity is not uniform through the ≈ 243 cm path and is likely to
be far higher within the cylinder then outside of it. Because of of this we expect
calculations based on 200 cm, the path length of the cylinder inside the pi-Chamber,
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to over estimate. While calculations based on 243 cm, the full path length of the
pi-Chamber, to under estimate the RH% readings.
2.1.1 Optical Depth Readings, Laser-Hygrometer
The OD readings from the Laser-Hygrometer come from the the voltage ratio detected
by the reference, and experimental photo-diode. The Laser is set to tune across a
wavelength range about 1392 nm as shown in figure (2.1). In order to account for the
transmittal differences due to travel distance, slight extinction due to windows, and
unequal intensity distribution at the beam splitter, an adjusting scale factor is applied
to the reference voltage to match the experimental where there is no extinction due to
humidity or cloud conditions. The scaling factor is usually withing the range of 0.9 -
1.1. Within the tuning range the MATLAB code for data acquisition is set up so that
it finds a specific maxima that corresponds to a water absorption band. This is done
so that we know for certain that we are still operating on the same wavelength and
that external factors such as heat build up in the laser has not shifted the relationship
between Vb and its corresponding wavelength. The voltage difference is taken between
the photo-diodes and used to calculate a direct OD using the Beer-Lambert Law using
formula found in (Petty , 1998)
φF
φI
= e−τ (2.5)
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τ = − ln(φF
φI
) (2.6)
Where τ is the optical depth (OD). A timed average value is taken at different intervals
to be used for cross comparing with other data sets. The light extinction caused by
the presence of water vapor is subtracted from the overall extinction, leaving behind
only the extinction caused by the scattering from the water droplets.
2.1.2 Optical Depth Readings, WELAS
Using the WELAS we can obtain a DSD near the the middle of the pi-Chamber,
where the Laser-Hygrometer beam passes. This DSD is used in conjunction with Mie
Scattering code. The Mie Scattering MATLAB code is an altered version of the code
published by Christian Matzler (Matzler , 2002). The computed values for extinc-
tion, scattering, and absorption are checked and validated by comparing to multiple
published works (Shah, 1977),(Wiscombe, 1979),(Du, 2004),(Wang and van de Hulst ,
1991) for different size parameters and refractive index’s. The output from the WE-
LAS provides droplet diameters in concentration bins. The MATLAB code computes
the extinction coefficient via Mie Theory. The extinction coefficient is obtained by
adding together the Scattering efficiency, which is dominant, and the absorption co-
efficient, which is orders of magnitude smaller and insignificant, of the droplet at
the given size parameter X (defined in equation (2.7)) and refractive index. The
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refractive index we used is 1.3211 + i1.3× 10−4 (Hale and Querry , 1973). Note that
this is the refractive index for water for an incident wavelength of 1392 µm and a
temperature of 25◦C, which is not the same temperature that we are working in. The
size parameter X is obtained using the following definition retrieved from (Bohren
and Huffman, 1998),
X =
2piR
λ
(2.7)
Where the λ is the wavelength (µm) used by the Laser-Hygrometer, and R (µm) is
the radius of the specific bin from the DSD. When the extinction coefficient of the
specific droplet size is found, we then multiply it by it’s respective cross sectional area
and concentration, given by the WELAS. We also take into consideration the forward
scattered percentage of photons that after being scattered by a particle, are still in
the field of view and might be detected by the experimental photo-diode(ai0), and
thus would be erroneously considered as not contributing to the overall extinction in
our experiment. Using the following summation found in (Petty , 1998) for all the
bins provides us with the OD inside the pi-Chamber via computational means
τ =
∑
σR2pil × ρα (2.8)
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Where the σ is the extinction coefficient, l is the path length inside the cylinder
inside the pi-Chamber of ≈ 2m, ρ is the concentration of the particle of a specific
size in #/m3, and α is the forward-scattering angle efficiency parameter. The
forward-scattering efficiency parameter is determined by finding the angular fraction,
which changes depending on location we interpret the cloud droplet to be. The
forward scattering efficiency is found by using (Bohren and Huffman, 1998)
α = 1−
2pi
∫
θp
Y (θ)sin(θ)dθ
2pi
∫
θf
Y (θ)sin(θ)dθ
, (2.9)
where θp = arctan(a/d), θf represents the full 180
o(pi) range of half the polar plot,
Y (θ) is the amplitude of the scattering angle dependence, a is the radius (3mm) of
the photo-diode sensor, and d is the distance from the droplet to the experimental
photo-diode, which varies from 0.2m to 2.2m. The effects of the forward scattering
are visualized on polar plots in figure (2.3).
When taking into account the efficiency for forward scattering for each of the size
parameters, 116 bins in total, we get the plot shown in figure (2.4) where the efficiency
of water droplets at different distances inside the pi-Chamber are shown.
The DSD from the WELAS is collected during steady-state conditions when temper-
ature differences between the ceiling and floor are applied. The aerosol input is 2.6
million per cubic centimeter. This large influx was chosen due to the need to create
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Figure 2.3: The scattering angle dependence of light as it comes into con-
tact with different sized particles, at a refractive index of 1.33. Additionally,
the forward scattering angle deficiency is shown for the case where the par-
ticle is located ≈ 2.2m away from the experimental photo-diode. The plots
were created using the code from Christian Matzler (Matzler , 2002). The
size parameters chosen nearly correspond to actual size parameters calcu-
lated from the DSD. In terms of droplet radius the polar plots correspond
to (a) R = 0.022µm,(b) R = 0.22µm,(c) R = 2.2µm,(d) R = 19.9µm. Note
that as the size parameter increases, the ratio of area within the forward
scatting deficiency, relative to the area outside of it, increases.
.
significantly large OD through the Twomey effect (Twomey , 1974). It was also nec-
essary to keep droplet sizes within the smaller detectable range of the WELAS, and
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Figure 2.4: The forward scattering efficiency for three different distances
with respect to the experimental photo-diode inside the pi-Chamber, 2.2 m,
1.2 m, 0.2 m.
in turn not having to rely on other instruments that are more capable at cataloguing
larger droplet sizes. One example of the of such instrument is the Phase-Doppler In-
terferometer (PDI), which is ineffective in detecting droplet sizes smaller than 10µm.
In such a scenario where both the WALES and the PDI were to be used, it would
require further effort and complications when combining the two DSD data sets into
one.
2.1.3 Optical Depth Comparison
In order to create a turbulent conditions for both the WELAS and the Laser-
Hygrometer to operate in, a temperature difference between the floor and ceiling is
applied. The floor being set to a higher temperature, while the room is set to a lower
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temperature. This is done for the temperature differences of 5K, 10K, 15K, and 20K.
When a new temperature difference is set on the pi-Chamber there is a 45-minutes to
an hour wait time for the chamber to reach steady state.The Laser-Hygrometer runs
continuously through tout the whole experiment. While the DSD is collected at three
different points in time. Following the completion of one experiment, a new gradi-
ent(K/m) is applied shortly after. This systematic approach allowed us to acquire
the DSD at different gradients(K/m) about the same mean temperature (10o). When
the OD for both the WELAS and Laser-Hygrometer are computed and measured
for each of the four gradients(K/m), we plot them together and analyze the content.
The uncertainty of the WELAS comes from our lack of knowledge as to the position
of the droplet withing the cylinder, which greatly determines the forward scattering
efficiency. The center distance inside cylinder will is interpreted as the mean location
of the droplet, which corresponds to 1.2 m. While the lower uncertainty is for 2.2 m
and the upper uncertainty is for 0.2 m.
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Chapter 3
Results and Discussion
3.1 Overview
In this section we will go over the main parts of the research and their results. We will
start with relative humidity readings inside the pi-Chamber which told us whether the
method used for interpreting transmission through intensity ratio between the photo-
diodes is correct and sufficiently accurate to proceed further. Afterwards we look at
the results for the computational OD, from the WELAS DSD and Mie theory, and
the experimental OD, from the Laser-Hygrometer. Lastly we compare the two OD
values to record if and how they differ.
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3.2 Relative Humidity Results
The RH% was measured using the Laser-Hygrometer alongside the HITRAN data
(Gordon et al., 2017), from which we got the results shown in figure (3.1).The con-
dition inside the pi-Chamber were that of a mean temperature of 11◦C with no tem-
perature difference between the floor and ceiling.
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Figure 3.1: Relative humidity readings inside the pi-Chamber, The chamber
computer was reading an RH% of 88%. The 3% discrepancy corresponds to
an OD difference of 0.01. This number was acquired by working backwards
on equations (2.1)-(2.4). Blue line represent a poly-fitted line of the 10th
order degree. While the red-line is one standard deviation from it, both
above and below.
From figure (3.1) we can be confident that the transmission readings of the Laser-
Hygrometer are accurate, and in turn the OD readings will be a as well. Conditions
inside the chamber would have suggested that without the presence of a temperature
difference the RH% inside would be more steady. This may imply that the precision
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of the algorithm used to measure the light difference could still be improved. Addi-
tionally it could also mean that conditions inside the Chambers are rarely steady even
under ideal circumstances as seen by the existence of some variations on the RH%
levels. With it we accomplished the first step of this experiment where we determine
if the transmissions rates derived from the difference between the diodes is accurate
enough to give us a RH% reading.
3.3 WELAS and Mie Scattering Optical Depth
3.3.1 Results
Following the procedure previously stated in Chapter 2 for the OD of DSD we acquired
the following data shown in figure (3.1). WELAS data was recording alongside the
Laser-Hygrometer. The WELAS was ran under two settings. First setting collected
DSD in the 0.2-10 µm diameter range, while the second setting collected a DSD in the
0.6-40 µm diameter range.The data below is acquired by splicing together the WELAS
data from the two different DSD readings. It was spliced together at the point where
the size bin was 0.898 µm to get the a high resolution for both particles smaller and
larger than 0.9 µm, which represent the hydrated aerosols and the activated droplets
respectively.
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(c) Particle size distribution at ≈ 50 minutes.
Figure 3.2: The particle size distribution inside the pi - Chamber at three
different time periods. The bi-modal nature of the distribution is due to the
presence of activated droplets and non-activated hydrated particles. The
charts include the calculated OD of the size distribution. The Mie scatter-
ing calculations above were done under the scenario where the mean particle
location was in the middle of the pi - Chamber, 1.2 m away from the exper-
imental photo-diode.
The overall computed OD under the three different hypothetical scenarios for each
distances from the experimental photo-diode (2.2m, 1.2m, and 0.2m) are shown in
table (3.1). The data below allow us to consider a uncertainty for the computed OD,
where lower extinction is due to a close proximity to the experimental photo-diode
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and the higher extinction is due to a larger distance away from it.
Table 3.1
Overall Optical Depth at Different Distances, and Asymmetric Parameter
∆K 0.2m 1.2m 2.2m G
5K 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.33
10K 0.68 0.72 0.72 0.50
15K 1.13 1.20 1.20 0.60
20K 1.43 1.53 1.53 0.71
3.3.2 Analysis
The background particle distribution for all four experiments show a very small con-
centration of particles and in-turn a very small contribution to the OD due to scat-
tering. During the background example, the pi - Chamber is under supersaturated
conditions, but is incapable of creating droplets due to the lack of nucleation sites,
later provided by the NaCl aerosols. When the aerosols are included we can see that
the higher gradients (K/m) are able to mix the cloud faster resulting in rapid creation
of droplets. From figure (3.2) we see that at larger temperature differences, the OD
rises faster, approaching its maximum steady-state OD sooner. This is shown by the
difference of OD between the 10 minute and 50 minute marks for 20 K/m gradient is
only ≈ 0.8 while the 5 K/m gradient nearly doubles in the same time span.
Additionally from figure(3.2), the shape of the DSD shifts further to the right as the
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∆T increases. This implies that mean droplet size is also increasing. The overall
droplet concentration, n, increased in the 5K case. Also, concentration stayed rela-
tively stable between the 10K, 15K, 20K cases. Overall, this is indicating an increase
in liquid water content (LWC), making the Twomey effect is not as relevant since
LWC is not constant in this scenario. With larger droplets present, the effective
cross-section extinction rates increased, leading to the increased OD as temperature
differences increased.
From table (3.1) we also see that distance from the experimental photo-diode plays
a larger role in larger temperature differences due to the presence of larger droplets
having greater forward scattering amplitude. This results in the difference between
0.2 m and 2.2 m being τ ≈ 0.1 for OD, while the difference for 5 K/m gradient is
only τ ≈ 0.02.
Lastly, the possible effect of multiple scattering on the results is considered. This
is of potential importance because multiple scattering can result in diffuse light be-
ing transmitted to the detector, in addition to the directly-transmitted beam. A
full treatment of this effect depends on the angular scattering pattern of the cloud
droplets, as well as the angle subtended by the detector itself. This is the topic of
ongoing work and only a rough estimate of the effect will be considered here. Using
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two-stream theory (Petty , 1998) the diffuse transmitted light can be calculated as
Tdiff =
1
1 + (1−G)τ − exp (−τ), (3.1)
where G is the asymmetry parameter. A G value that approaches 1 could lead to
occurrence of multiple scattering and therefore to further disagreement between the
OD values of the Laser-Hygrometer and WELAS. The values of G that we found are
shown in Table (3.1). In this context, the equation predicts how much scattered light
reaches the other side of the pi-Chamber after multiple scattering. For our largest
value of τ and G in the 20-K difference case we find that Tdiff ≈ 0.47, which equates
to a reduction in OD of ≈ 0.75. While it appears to be very significant, this estimate
of the loss of OD due to multiple scattering does not take into account the small
angle (θp) it must scatter to in order to be detected by the photo-diode. The area
ratio of the photo-diode in the forward direction is of order 1− cos θp ≈ θ2p/2, so for
θp ≈ 3× 10−3 radians corresponding to the 3-mm-radius photo-diode, and a working
distance of 1 meter, we obtain an area ratio of approximately 4.5 × 10−6. Thus the
increase in overall light transmission seen by the experimental photo-diode should be
quite small and the interpretation of the results is not gravely affected.
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3.4 Laser - Hygrometer Optical Depth
3.4.1 Results
Following the procedures stated in Chapter 2 for the Laser-Hygrometer, the results
presented in figure (3.3) were acquired. Data was recorded alongside the WELAS to
ensure that both approaches are looking at the same type of cloud. In table (3.2), we
show the quantified relevant values of the Laser-Hygrometer results.
Table 3.2
OD before, and after aerosol influx. Also included is their combine
standard deviation to serve as an uncertainty factor.
∆K Before After SD
5K 0.15 0.38 0.03
10K 0.13 0.67 0.04
15K 0.12 1.09 0.05
20K 0.12 1.17 0.07
3.4.2 Analysis
The values for the OD throughout the four temperature differences stayed relatively
similar before the injection of aerosols. This is to be expected since the beginning
phase should only contain gases, such as water vapor at near 100% RH. With a
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Figure 3.3: Laser - Hygrometer results showing the OD before and after
the introduction of aerosols into the cloud chamber. The extinction caused
by the water vapor, represented by the first mean line, is subtracted from
the overall extinction after 90 minutes, represented by the second mean line.
This results in the measured OD only being due to light scattering from
water droplets. The dashed green line represents a running mean algorithm
of 3 index values, which corresponds to a total of 90 seconds. The red lines
represent one standard deviation from the mean, both below and above.
Resulting in a capture of ≈ 68% of all data points taken from the Laser-
Hygrometer.
consistent OD value of τ ≈ 0.14 before aerosols were injected, it indicates that the
conditions inside the pi- Chamber were clean and ideal. Furthermore, small devia-
tions between optical depth values before aerosols inputs show that the bulk turbulent
conditions of supersaturated air plays a minimal role in altering the angle of arrival
(AoA) of the laser beam as shown in similar example using water-tanks, (Pawar and
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Arakeri , 2016),(Yuan et al., 2014),(Consortini et al., 1980). Otherwise the extinction
at higher temperature differences would be far larger and more varied as the beam
jumps in and out of the optical sensor. For all cases, the extinction rate stabilized
near the end of the 90 minute mark. This can be interpreted as the conditions inside
reaching steady-state. As the gradient(K/m) increased so did the overall OD post
aerosol-injection. This is due to larger gradients(K/m) creating a more supersatu-
rated and turbulent environment where eddys were more numerous and with larger
vorticities. In turn the mixing inside the pi-Chamber was more pronounced which lead
to the creation of activated water droplets, rather then inactivated hydrated aerosols.
3.5 Hygrometer and WELAS Comparison
3.5.1 Results
We compare the OD of the WELAS for droplets located at three different locations
inside the pi - Chamber and the Laser-Hygrometer in figure (3.4). The comparison
shows how alike and different the computed OD, via Mie Scattering algorithms, is
from a direct transmission. Where the direct transmission comes from a real beam of
light propagating through the cloud.
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Figure 3.4: The OD results of both the WELAS and the Laser-Hygrometer.
Temperature difference here represents the temperature between the floor
and ceiling inside the pi-Chamber. The error margin for the WELAS comes
from the uncertainty for the location of the particles inside the pi-Chamber
with respect to the experimental photo-diode. The errors for the Laser-
Hygrometer come from the oscillating nature of the transmission ratio during
the experiment. This sources of the oscillation could be from experimental
equipment such as VTec, VBias signal not outputting correctly, and/or rapid
temperature changes causing fluctuations of the lasers emitted wavelength.
Another possible source of the fluctuation could be due to the particle clus-
tering due to turbulence inside the pi-Chamber. They represent one standard
deviations above and below the mean OD value, capturing up to 68% of pos-
sible values.
3.5.2 Analysis
From the results of the WELAS and Laser-Hygrometer, we see a strong similarities in
OD at smaller gradient(K/m) values, where the turbulence should be at its smallest
and in turn the droplet distribution correlation is near homogeneity. But as the
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gradient(K/m) increases the two OD values diverge significantly.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
4.1 Overall Implications
The comparison between the computational, and experimental results suggests that
there could exists a divergence of light extinction from its expected exponential curve
derived from Beer-Lambert’s Law for a non-correlated random medium. The results
agreed with our expected outcome, that a particle filled turbulent medium will likely
increase the mean free path of light. This suggests that clouds could operate as a far
more complex variable than previously expected. Our comparison showed a pseudo
positively-correlated medium, meaning that light was able to propagate through the
cloud, while it’s overall intensity diminished less than expected. When comparing our
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results to the simulation found in figure (1.1), the deviation of optical depth is larger
then expected. Suggesting that other factors, such as multiple scattering, could be
playing a role in lowering our OD from the Laser-Hygrometer further than the effects
of turbulence. In a real world remote sensing scenario, this could translate into an
object appearing closer to the instrument than it actually is.
4.2 Limitations and Issues
As stated previously, one of the biggest issues faced through the experiment was
the presence of fog and droplets on windows which would cause issues for the optic
readings from the Laser-Hygrometer and PDI. If conditions were found to be too
moist within the pi-Chamber, then the experimental photo-diode would be completely
blocked when a small temperature difference was applied due to the resulting fog build
up on the window. Because of this we have to operate under non-wetted side-wall
conditions. We checked for foggy windows throughout the experiment to make sure
conditions were optimal. If the window did become compromised with fog or water, it
would be very clear in the data from the Laser-Hygrometer. A large and rapid spike in
the OD that peaked at τ ≈ 4 would form and persist until the windows were cleaned,
or conditions significantly changed. The condensation on the windows also made it
difficult to obtain more than four final data points to analyze. An example of a failed
experiment where the windows became too foggy can be found in the appendix.
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One of the most valuable features of the pi-Chamber, the ability to create expansion
clouds (Chang et al., 2016), was not used due to the limitations of the WELAS. Since
the WELAS operated by sucking in air and performing optical analysis of particles as
they passed through, we feared that the presence of a pressure difference could cause
damage to the sensitive optics inside. Additionally this would create an ideal scenario
for the PDI to be used, instead of the WELAS, to measure the DSD, but expansion
cloud were also very troublesome due to it’s tendency to create foggy windows. This
in effect limited the research to steady-state, dry-wall, vertical temperature difference
conditions so that both the WELAS and Laser-Hygrometer could ideally operate.
Another parameter that is difficult to properly characterize and quantify is the asym-
metric parameter G for multiple scattering. The larger the parameter becomes the
more occurrences of multiple scattering we could experience, if light is able to both
scatter out of the path towards the photo-diode, and then scatter back in, at a
non-trivial probability then it could explain the deviation between computed and ex-
perimental OD. Since computationally it would be registered as lost light, but experi-
mentally it would still be viewed by the experimental photo-diode. While quantifying
its overall effect can be difficult, reducing its influence could be another alternative
by reducing the beam size and opening in which it could be detected. This would in-
volve the focusing of the beam to a finer point, and the application of possible tubing
that leads to the window, effectively reducing the angle window in which light could
scatter multiple times and still be detected. And in turn reducing the influence that
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multiple scattering could play in the experiment.
4.3 Future Research Possibilities
This research topic is ripe with possibilities for future expansions. If the issue of the
foggy windows can be fixed, we can introduce the PDI and expansion-clouds into
the research. Many suggestions have already been placed in regards to how to solve
this problem. One suggestion includes the placement of a small windshield wipers,
set with a repeating timer, on the inside window that cleans the AoI while leaving
minimal streaks. Another possibility is to heat the windows themselves, so that water
does not condense on it. And lastly, a small air canister aimed towards the AoI that
pushes away the condensation. This added features could allow us to take far more
data points to get a clearer image of the properties of light propagation in a turbu-
lent medium. Additionally, adding the Particle Image Interferometer (PIV) into this
research could be beneficial. PIV is capable of interpreting the change in location
for particles being lit by a plane laser into two-dimensional velocity components.The
abilities of the PIV can help us quantify the vorticity rates inside the pi-Chamber and
allow us to get a better understanding of the flow parameters and turbulent mech-
anisms in play that may have caused the creation of a pseudo positively-correlated
medium.
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The WELAS and the PDI are both effective in creating DSD of the conditions inside
the pi-Chamber. But they have different degrees of effectiveness at different sizes for
droplets. Where the WELAS is better at small sizes below 10µm-radius sizes, while
the PDI is more effective above the same radius size. This causes issues when trying
to compare their DSD, when the mean droplet size is in the middle. With the window
issue resolved, further research can be made into creating a combined DSD from the
PDI and the WELAS where the Laser-Hygrometer can be used as a mediating tool in
low turbulent environments where we are unsure of which instrument to trust more
at each size bin. Analysis on expansion clouds can also be done with the use of the
PDI when the foggy window issue is resolved.
In (Pawar and Arakeri , 2016), the frequency spectra was taken from a buoyancy
driven turbulent environment. They found a unique, previously unknown of, scaling
for Angle of Arrival(AoA) fluctuations in lower frequency. Where the fluctuations
come from a beam propagating through a turbulent medium, and being deflected due
to it. We believe that it would be interesting if their results could be replicated with-
ing the pi-Chamber under non-cloudy conditions. This would require more in-depth
modifications of the Laser-Hygrometer, including but not limited to the replacement
of the experimental photo-diode with a translucent plate and a camera, for recording,
behind it. The code for AoA fluctuations tracking would also need to be developed.
In addition to the replication of results found in (Pawar and Arakeri , 2016), the in-
troduction of scattering particles such as droplets would be an interesting venture
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into possible unknown scaling parameters; if they exist in such environments.
With a better understanding of how light propagates in clouds, both steady-state and
expansion, we can then start applying and relating conditions inside the pi-Chamber
to real world atmospheric scenarios. This could lead to a better understanding of
how cloud cover should affect the signal strength of remote sensing instruments so
that the data from these instruments does not result in over or underestimations, and
further reduce the uncertainty found in radiation propagation through cloud cover.
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Appendix A
Other Plots and Images
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Figure A.1: This is the result obtained when the windows become foggy.
A maximum optical depth of ≈ 4 is reached. When that occurs the exper-
imental photo-diode is flattened out and the calculations of optical depth
become infinity due to a division by zero.
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